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IoT and AI/ML

• IoT systems will continue to grow in size and complexity 

• People can’t manage fully scaled IoT systems efficiently 

• Requires distributed intelligence 

• Sensors will evolve to having a mix of ML-based capabilities

Source: CIS



What is Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning ?

• Amazon, a big user and proponent of Artificial Intelligence-based systems, defines AI 
as “ “the field of computer science dedicated to solving cognitive problems 
commonly associated with human intelligence, such as learning, problem solving, and 
pattern recognition.” 
– Pretty fuzzy definition! Today most people are familiar with AI that serves to mimic 

human interactions. 
• Machine Learning is the use of computer algorithms that allow computer programs to 

automatically improve through experience. 
– Machine Learning is a subset of AI focused on finding patterns in existing data 

often using those patterns to create a model used to make decisions on new data. 
• Deep Learning is a subset of ML 

• Neural Networks are a subset of Deep Learning



How can I use AI in an IoT System?

• Today AI generally requires cloud resources to 
operate effectively 

• Use AI when you must make decisions based on 
combinations of data that may come from different 
sources 

• Cloud-based AI takes input from the edge and 
intervening layers of a system and uses that input to 
drive system responses either automatically or at the 
behest of a human user. 

• If you have unstructured textual data, such as trouble 
tickets, user feedback, etc. something like Amazon 
Comprehend can turn that into actionable 
information. 

• Time series data coming from sensors is perfect for 
making predictions of expected performance or 
breakdown. Something like Amazon Forecast is good 
for that type of data.



What Cloud AI Platforms are available for IoT Systems?

• Today’s IoT related AI platforms are generally used to develop intelligent applications to 
help automate workflows and other repetitive, tedious and/or time-consuming tasks.  

• For example - device management,  automated job creation and unattended control of 
complex systems 

• Some of the best known and most useful are: 
– Microsoft Cognitive Services 
– Amazon AI Services 
– Google AI Services 
– TensorFlow 
– IBM Watson 
– Petuum 
– DataRobot 
– NeuralDesigner



Source: MathWorks

How can I use ML in an IoT System?

• Machine learning is best used to look at 
data streams and make predictions, 
classifications or decisions  

• Edge devices in particular can benefit 
from ML 

• Edge devices generally have small 
processors so its best to use a ML 
model created with Supervised learning. 

• For devices such as gateways that may 
have greater memory and compute 
capability, unsupervised learning can 
make a system more adaptive.



Where can I find data to train with?

• There are several public data set repositories that provide data for training ML models. 
• Several good ones are: 

– Google Dataset Search (www.toolbox.google.com/datasetsearch ) contains over 25 million 
datasets 

– Kaggle (www.Kaggle.com) contains a variety of externally contributed to exciting datasets 
– VisualData (www.visualdata.io) computer vision datasets by category 
– UCI Machine Learning Repository 
– CMU Libraries: Find Datasets 

– Data.gov (www.data.gov) download data from multiple US government agencies 

– ImageNet (www.image-net.org ) image dataset for new algorithms 

– Stanford Dogs dataset (www.vision.stanford.edu/aditya86/ImageNetDogs ) contains 20,580 
images and 120 different dog breed categories 

– Quandl (www.quandl.com) good source for economic and financial data

http://www.toolbox.google.com/datasetsearch
http://www.kaggle.com/
http://www.visualdata.io/
http://www.data.gov/
http://www.image-net.org/
http://www.vision.stanford.edu/aditya86/ImageNetDogs
http://www.quandl.com/
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Where to use AI versus ML in a today’s IoT Systems  



Typical uses for AI Platforms in IoT Systems

• Uses span a wide range of applications: 

– Agriculture – specific produce quality (www.itk.fr) 

– Water delivery systems – Leak detection (www.wint.ai) 

– Intelligent lighting systems – energy management (www.helvar.com) 

– Device management – failure prediction, resource control (Google, IBM) 

– Location tracking – location determination and prediction (www.here.com) 

– Healthcare – diagnostics 

http://www.itk.fr/
http://www.wint.ai/
http://www.helvar.com/
http://www.here.com/


Outer Edge - TinyML

• Generally defined goal of running a neural-network model with an 
energy cost under 1 mW 

• TinyML techniques enable a whole new class of capability and operation 
in low power wireless sensors and other constrained devices.  

• Using the TensorFlow Lite for Microcontrollers framework, software 
developed using that framework can run on embedded devices with 
only 10’s of kilobytes of memory; with inexpensive platforms as the 
SparkFun Edge, Arduino Nano and the STM32F746G Discovery Kit 
readily available to experiment with. 

• Getting started with a TinyML project is simple. Go to TensorFlow.org for 
Mobile and IoT (https://www.tensorflow.org/lite/models).  

• However, if you feel daunted at the thought of striking out on your own, 
companies like Edge Impulse (https://edgeimpulse.com/ ) make it even 
easier to utilize TinyML in your next project.

Source: tinyml.org

https://www.tensorflow.org/lite/models
https://edgeimpulse.com/


Inner Edge – Autonomous Curiosity

• For situations where there is available 
computing capability, unsupervised learning 
can make for a powerful solution. 

• Dr. Bob Iannucci and team at Carnegie Mellon 
University (ccsg.ece.cmu.edu) have developed 
an approach they called Autonomous Curiosity. 

• The application is a neural network-based 
object detection algorithm onboard a small 
unmanned aerial system (UAS) that is re-
trainable to new target subjects at the direction 
of a human operator but without requiring too 
much of the operator’s time. 

• This is an example of an Unsupervised 
Learning case.

Source: Carnegie Mellon University

http://ccsg.ece.cmu.edu/


Connecting Edge to Cloud - ML

• Using ML can optimize the communication channel between Edge and Cloud 
• Traditional compression algorithms and techniques generally aren’t suited for many IoT backhaul implementations 

– Small amounts of data 
– Bursty transmissions 
– Computational complexity 

• Perfect scenario for ML techniques to learn how the communication channel operates and develop a model. 
– Generally lots of repetition 
– Generally lots of similarity 

• Using ML can result in: 
– 75% reduction in transmitted data 
– 25% battery savings 
– Extension of communication range in wireless systems 
– Increase in endpoint density 

• AtomBeam (www.atombeamtech.com) is a good example of the use of ML on communication channels.

http://www.atombeamtech.com/


Things to Think About

• Where have you drawn your edge? Your cloud? 

• What sort of scale are you anticipating with your IoT system? Will it require 
AI/ML? 

• Is there an opportunity to provide suggested actions to human users in your 
system? Perhaps cloud-based AI would help. 

• Do you have existing data to train a model to use in edge-based ML? 
Perhaps supervised learning could help. 

• Will your system benefit by continuously learning somewhere in the edge-
cloud spectrum? Perhaps unsupervised learning would help there.



SEE YOU NEXT WEEK
Questions? Email: workshop@nimbelink.com
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